Two twin binaries, KIC 4826439 and KIC 6045264, with very similar component stars were found photometrically based on Kepler eclipsing binary light curves. The absolute parameters of the massive components are 1.156(0.03)M ⊙ , 1.881(0.02)R ⊙ , 6065K for KIC 4826439, and 0.874(0.3)M ⊙ , 1.206(0.02)R ⊙ , 6169(30)K for KIC 6045264. The differences between the components are less than two percents for all the parameters. A very low proportion of the twin binaries (2/1592 ≈ 0.13%) was found, which does not support the previous findings of the excesses of twins on binary mass ratio distribution, but support a deficiently low proportion of twins. A new method is practiced to work out the absolute parameters of the two twins without the radial velocities. This method requires the solution of the light curves, the spectra and the evolutionary isochrones of covering the complete stellar parameter space, simultaneously.
finding photometric twin binaries is carried out, based on the large database of Kepler binary light curves from the Kepler spacecraft telescope Koch et al. 2010; Caldwell et al. 2010 ). The process for searching twins is described in the next section. Then the two new discovered twin binaries, KIC 4826439 and KIC 6045264, will be studied in detail in the latter sections, where the absolute parameters were calculated by a new method and the evolutionary endings were computed.
We summarize our conclusions in the last Section 8.
Searching twins photometrically

selecting the initial candidates
The catalog of Kepler Eclipsing Binaries Slawson et al. 2011; Matijevič et al. 2012; Conroy et al. 2014 ), containing about 2600 objects, is our sample library for searching twin binaries. The most important feature of Kepler observations is the generally uninterrupted brightness monitoring in a 115 deg 2 fixed field of view, in where the telescope can find almost all the eclipsing binaries with period of less than 4 years, or 1 year if more reliable. Moreover, the high limiting magnitude (21st magnitude) and the high photometric precision (20 per million) make the telescope can detect small light variation binaries, which is important especially for contact binaries in small inclinations. Most of the Kepler eclipsing binaries are bright which is less than 16th magnitude in
Kepler band (close to R c band). There could be selection effects on transiting planet objects (Gaidos & Mann 2013) due to the mission goal, but should be no selection effect on binary objects. Because of these features, the Kepler Eclipsing Binaries are a good library for searching twin binaries, as well as for investigating the proportion of twins. It is believed that all the mass ratios can be equally discovered, from ∼ 0 to ∼ 1 (Note that Kepler had discovered many planets revolving around stars, which can be considered, technically, as binaries with tiny mass ratios.)
Our method of searching twins is very simple. If a binary has very similar component stars (in masses, radiuses and temperatures etc.), its light curves should have very similar primary and secondary eclipses (only for circular orbits, explained below). Therefore, the binary light curves with similar eclipses are selected to be the initial twin candidates. The catalog of Kepler Eclipsing Binaries 1 provided the eclipsing depthes and widthes for almost every binary object. We compared the primary and secondary eclipses on depth and width for every binary, and selected 26 binaries with quite similar eclipses (the differences on depthes and widthes are all smaller than 2 percent) as the initial candidates. 
calculating the mass ratios
The binaries with mass ratio greater than 0.95 are defined as twins in this paper. In order to find them, the technique of mass ratio search was used. The mass ratio search, often called q-search, is a commonly used technique to find the binary mass ratio from the light curves. The specific steps are: First, fix the mass ratio at a specific value, and then fit the light curves with other parameters adjustable. Next, change the fixed value of the mass ratio, and repeat the fitting work. Generally, the mass ratio will be fixed at many values that can cover a large enough range. After the fittings on all the mass ratios, the fitting residuals were plotted against the mass ratios which usually form a dip.
Then the mass ratio with the lowest fitting residual (corresponding to the best fitting and so the best mass ratio) is thought to be close to the real value. The final mass ratio can be obtained when itself is set to be adjustable using the best mass ratio as the initial guess value.
The q-search was carried out at mass ratio around 1 on the 26 initial candidates. If the fitting residual -mass ratio curve (q-search curve) for a candidate show a dip with minimum near 1 (see the upper panels of Figure 2 for example), the candidate is a twin binary. However, if the q-search curve change monotonically around 1, indicating the mass ratio is far from 1, then the candidate is not a twin binary. The results show that only two twins, KIC 4826439 and KIC 6045264, were found, see the upper panels of Figure 2 .
Among the 26 initial candidates, the two twin binaries have the most similar primary and secondary eclipses. This indicates that the similarity of the eclipses is a good index for searching twins; and also indicates that the other binaries, with larger differences on eclipses, are very unlikely to be twins. The similarity of eclipses can be seen from the lower panels of Figure 2 . Besides the two twins, there are four candidates found with mass ratio q relatively close to 1, they are KIC 4758368 (q = 1.26), KIC 5565486 (q = 0.86), KIC 9402652 (q = 0.92) and KIC 9912977 (q = 1.2). For the candidates with mass ratio far away from 1, we did not compute their specific values.
There are two points need to be explained. First, only the binaries with period less than 5 days in the catalog of Kepler Eclipsing Binaries were used to search twins, because it is difficult to obtain reliable mass ratios for the long period binaries or eccentric orbit binaries based purely on the single color Kepler binary light curves. Second, the light curves used in the q-search work were not the entirely original data in BJD form, but the folded and binned data in phase form (before the 4 folding and binning, the data were normalized first which will be described in Section 3.1). It is much easier to get a smooth q-search curve using the binning phase data, because the binning data can significantly remove the asymmetry on the binary light curves caused by magnetic activities, pulsation, etc., and also significantly reduced the amount of data. It should be noted that the binning data points are evenly distributed along the curve (the distances between the adjacent points along the curve are roughly the same), not along the phases (the phase intervals between the adjacent points are the same). It is believed that this kind of points is more suitable for the analysis, because more weight is put on the important eclipsing parts.
the proportion of twins
With the restriction of period less than 5 days, there are 1592 eclipsing binaries, and so the proportion of twin binaries (mass ratio q greater than 0.95) is 2/1592 ≈ 0.13%, which is much smaller than the uniform distribution of 5%.
There are some factors may reduce our searching results: 1, there may be eccentric orbital binaries with period of less than 5 days, but our method can not find twin binaries with eccentric orbits. However, this situation is extremely rare if there is, because the eccentric binaries with period less than 5 days are very rare. 2, The Kepler Eclipsing Binaries may missed or wrongly calculated the widthes and depthes for some binaries, in where there maybe twins. This situation is also very rare.
3, Some other light variations on the binary light curves, such as magnetic actives and pulsations, may interfere with the q-search works, that may lead to miss some twins. This is an important factor, because the mass ratio derived from the light curve analysis were often affected by the non-binary light variations heavily. So the proportion of twins may be underestimated in some degree.
Despite the factors mentioned above, the real proportion of twins is highly unlikely to be comparable to the uniform distribution 5%, because the discovered proportion is about 40 times lower, i.e.
only 2/1592 ≈ 0.13%. Even supposing the 26 initial candidates are all twins, the proportion is just 26/1592 ≈ 1.6% which is still considerable lower than 5%, and this is almost impossible. Therefore, our search result does not support the excesses on twin distribution but indicates the contrary conclusion that the proportion of twins is very low.
Data processing and observation
The bases of our works include the binary light curves from the Kepler mission that can be obtained from Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST) 2 , and the spectral observations that were 2 http://archive.stsci.edu/ 5 carried out on May 27th 2016 with the 2.4 m telescope at Yunnan Observatories. In addition to the Kepler photometric data, the Kepler Eclipsing Binary Catalog Slawson et al. 2011; Matijevič et al. 2012; Conroy et al. 2014 ) is also the essential basis and guidance. The catalog provides the key parameters of binaries including orbital periods, eclipse widthes and depthes, which are very helpful to our search works.
Kepler light curves normalization
The Kepler photometric fluxes we choosed are the Pre-Search Data Conditioning (PDC) fluxes whose purpose is 'to identify and correct flux discontinuities that cannot be attributed to known spacecraft or data anomalies' (Kepler Data Processing Handbook 3 ; Fraquelli et al. (2014)). In spite of this, there are still many unreal jumps and long term variations on the light curves, and they need to be eliminated before the light curve analysis. Typically, almost all the jumps occurred at the gaps on the light curves, about half of them are the borders of observation quarters of the Kepler satellite, and the other half are the missing points inside the quarters. Therefore, the flux normalization performed on each segment of successive data points will naturally eliminate the jumps.
For the unreal long term (weeks or longer) variation, we can not separate them from the real variations. Fortunately, the binary geometric variations are always short term, no matter what the orbital period is 4 . So the elimination of the long term variations, containing both real and unreal composition, don't affect the analyses on the binary geometric light variations.
The steps of the light curve normalization are as follows: First, the light curves of each object are divided into a number of segments according to the gaps on the light curves. Each gap with width bigger than a given time interval 5 will be treated as a break. Then the light curves will split at all the breaks. Second, the light curve of each segment is fitted by a cubic polynomial model, and then the light curves fluxes F obs are divided by their fitting values F f it to get the normalized fluxes F nor , i.e. F obs /F f it = F nor . During the fitting, the large scatter points with residuals larger than three times the standard deviations are removed, and the light curves will be refitted. If new large scatter points appear, they are removed again before another fitting until no large scatter point appears, or until the fitting times reaches a given number (here ten). The large scatter points not only include the bad points on the light curves, but also include the real points such as sudden deep eclipse points or magnetic flare points. Thus, the fitting curves are representative for the long term variations. Third, all the normalized separated segments of light curves are stitched together to get a whole normalized 3 http://archive.stsci.edu/kepler/manuals/KSCI-19081-001_Data_Processing_Handbook.pdf 4 Even for the long period binaries, the light variations only take place at the eclipses, which is still short.
5 In this paper, the time interval is set to be one day arbitrarily. The gaps between the observation quarters are always larger than one day.
6 light curve which is flat on long scale and without jump.
For the further analysis on the two twins, the original BJD form data, instead of the binning phase data in the q-search work, were used, because the period change rate can be obtained on BJD data. However, not all the original data were used in the analysis. There are 64,783 and 64,787 data points for KIC 4826439 and KIC 6045264 respectively, which are too large to runnable for the light curve model. So only a part of them, 11,000 points (KIC 4826439) and 8,400 points (KIC 6045264), were selected randomly from the original data points and they are listed in Table 1 . In the selection, the points around eclipses were more likely to be selected. Specifically, if the selected points are folded into phase, 7,200 (KIC 4826439) and 5,100 (KIC 6045264) points will locate within the eclipses (primary or secondary) with a width of 0.12 (KIC 4826439) and 0.17 (KIC 6045264). It is equivalent to say that the points around eclipses are six (KIC 4826439) and three (KIC 6045264) times denser than the other parts. This way of reduction is the same as we did in the binning phase data, because we thought that the important eclipsing parts should be emphasised with more data in the analysis work. 
the spectroscopic observations and reduction
The objects KIC 4826439 and KIC 6045264 were observed spectroscopically using the Lijiang 2.4 m telescope at Yunnan Observatories on May 27th 2016. The terminal YFOSC (Yunnan Faint Object Spectrograph and Camera) was used with a grism of ∼ 2000 resolution. Three spectra were obtained for each object with exposure 900 and 600 seconds. The observations were processed by IRAF (Image Reduction and Analysis Facility) with flat correction and absolute flux calibration. The processed data were tabulated in Table 2 and will be analysed in Section 5. One spectrum for each object was presented in Figure 1 . Based on the Kepler observations, the object KIC 4826439 was first classified as a binary star system ) and confirmed by the following classifications Conroy et al. 2014 ). However, it was also studied recently as a planetary system based on the same Kepler observations (Mulders et al. 2015) , despite its planetary status was argued by the identification works (Coughlin et al. 2014; Mullally et al. 2015) . In this paper, the object KIC 4826439 was analysed and identified as a stellar binary system.
Before the Kepler spacecraft begin to observe, two variability surveys on the "Kepler Field"
were carried out and KIC 6045264 was found as a binary star system with 0.9093 days period (Hartman et al. 2004; Pigulski et al. 2009 ). Afterwards its binarity is verified by the kepler observations Slawson et al. 2011; Conroy et al. 2014) .
KIC 4826439 and KIC 6045264 are both detached binaries with period of 2.474295 days and 0.909310 days respectively, and their temperatures were given by Armstrong et al. (2014) . However, more parameters are needed which is exactly the purpose of this work. 
The binary light curve analysis
The kepler binary light curves of the two objects, KIC 4826439 and KIC 6045264, were analyzed using the Wilson-Devinney programme (Wilson & Devinney 1971; Wilson 1979; Wilson 1990; Van Hamme & Wilson 2007; Wilson 2008; Wilson et al. 2010; Wilson 2012) . The primary temperatures are obtained from spectroscopy observations which is 6065 ± 45 K for KIC 4826439 and 6169 ± 30 K for KIC 6045264 6 . In the iterative fitting process of the programme, the exponents g in the bolometric gravity brightening law and the bolometric albedos A for reflection heating and re-radiation is fixed at g = 0.32 and A = 0.5, because the stellar envelopes of the component stars are probably convective due to their low temperatures. The logarithmic law for limb darkening is used, and the coefficients 6 Only one temperature was measured from each binary spectra, and this temperature was assigned to the primary star (the star blocked by its companion at phase 0 or 1). For the two binaries here, their components' temperatures should be very close to each other, so the single measured value can stand for both the primary and secondary star.
are internally calculated in the programme as a function of temperature T ef f , surface gravity lg g and The exposure time of the Kepler long-cadence data is about 30 minutes for each point, and this will cause the smearing effects on the light curves, especially on the eclipse part where the light variation is fast. This smearing effects are dealt with an integration via Gaussian quadrature that is already integrated into the Wilson-Devinney programme (Wilson 2012) , and the number of Gaussian abscissas is set to be 3 in the analysis.
The fitting results are shown in Figure 2 and listed in Table 3 . In the final analysis, the independent variable of data is time, instead of phase. So the period, the zero point of the orbital ephemeris and the change rate of period can be derived directly by setting them to be adjustable. The resulting change rate of period is very small that can not be measured within current ability. The results show that, both for KIC 4826439 and KIC 6045264, the mass ratios, temperature ratios and radius ratios are all very close to unity, indicating that KIC 4826439 and KIC 6045264 are twin binaries.
About the period and binarity of KIC 4826439
Actually, before the light curves analysis, the period and binarity for KIC 4826439 should be clarified firstly. Since the primary and secondary eclipses are indistinguishable, one question arises: Is the object KIC 4826439 a circular orbit binary of 2.4742946 days period with identical primary and secondary eclipses, or a eccentric orbit binary with 2.4742946/2 = 1.2371473 days period with only one eclipse? If the period is 2.4742946/2 = 1.2371473 days, the phase length of the eclipse part is up to 0.2 large, indicating the two components are very close to each other. In such a close binary, it is almost impossible to have an eccentric orbit, and more impossible to have a large eccentricity to make the secondary eclipse disappear. So a very large eccentric orbit close binary system with only one eclipse is not possible for KIC 4826439. In addition, because the eclipse profile is wide and deep, it also can not be a planetary system. Therefore the object KIC 4826439 is a circular orbit binary with 2.4742946 days period. Especially, it can be perfectly fitted by a stellar binary model.
The spectra analysis
We adopt the ULySS (Universite de Lyon Spectroscopic analysis Software, Koleva et al. 2009; Wu et al. 2011a; Wu et al. 2011b; Wu et al. 2014) package to analyze the spectra, it simultaneously determines the basic stellar atmospheric parameters (effective temperature T ef f , surface gravity log g The fitting curves were obtained based on the selected data, but also (should) fit all the observations well. The string of plus signs below the scatter band that extend from phases 0.1 to 0.3 in the lower right panel are some observations with large scatters, but they hardly have effect on the model fit due to their small quantity. and the metallicity [F e/H]) via minimizing the χ 2 between the observation and the model spectra by full spectra fitting, the fitting wavelength range is 4200-6800Å. The model spectrum is computed by an interpolator (Wu et al. 2011a) which is built based on the empirical ELODIE stellar library (Prugniel & Soubiran 2001; Prugniel et al. 2007) , it consists of a set of polynomial expansions of each wavelength element in powers of T ef f , logg, [F e/H] and f (σ) (a function of the rotational broadening parameterized by the velocity dispersion σ). Figure 1 illustrates the corresponding spectral fit.
The spectral data were measured as a single star, and therefore only one set of surface parameters were obtained. However, the two objects are all twin binaries with very close parameters between the components, thus the single set of parameters are valid for each component star. The results measured from three spectra are all considered, and the final results are listed in Table 4 . )star − log 10 (
The absolute parameters Generally, the radial velocity observations should be carried out to obtain the absolute parameters of a binary system. Here, we try to use another method to calculate the absolute parameters of the two objects KIC 4826439 and KIC 6045264. The light curves of the two objects were analyzed to obtain the relative parameters including the mass ratio M 2 /M 1 or equivalently M 1,2 /M and the radius of stars relative to the semimajor axis R 1,2 /A (listed in Table 3) , where M and A are the total mass and semimajor axis of a binary system respectively. On the other hand, the Kepler's law can
give a relationship between the total mass M and the semimajor axis A since the orbital periods are known. Combined with the relative parameters M 1,2 /M and R 1,2 /A from the light curves analysis, the relationship between M 1 and R 1 (or M 2 and R 2 ) can be obtained. Therefore, the light curves analysis can provide a relationship between the stellar mass and radius. For the case of KIC 4826439
and KIC 6045264, the relationships of mass and radius for the primary stars are
In addition, the spectral data can provide another absolute parameter, i.e. the effective temperature (and with metallicity). In the real star models, the fixed temperature is also a limitation on The stellar model data used in Figure 3 are generated from the PAdova and TRieste Stellar Evolution Code (PARSEC) (Bressan et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2014; Chen et al. 2015; Tang et al. 2014 Table 5 .
The errors on temperature and metallicity were over taken into account for the errors in Table   5 . However, besides the atmosphere parameters, the input parameters of the evolution code also have influences on the outputs, and consequently on the final binary absolute parameters. The important input parameters include the helium abundance, the mixing-length parameter in the convection zone and the coefficient of Reimers mass-loss formula, which were set as Y = 0.2485+1.78Z, α M LT = 1.74
and η Reimers = 0.2, respectively. The reality of the evolution model and its input parameters heavily affected the reliability of the results in Table 5 . However, there is no extensive investigation on other values, which may lead to potential uncertainties on the results. The correctness of our method needs the verification from the radial velocity data.
In fact, the surface gravity measured from spectra is a more direct Mass-Radius relationship than the temperature. Thereby the mass and radius can be calculated directly from Equation 1 and the surface gravity without the evolutionary code. However the errors of the surface gravity have significant effects on the results, which can be seen from the lower panels of Figure 3 . The green lines are almost flat when entering the stellar mass range, and then a small change in surface gravity may lead to a large uncertainty in mass. According to the intersections in the lower panels of Figure   3 , the primary surface gravity log g 1 is about 3.95 for KIC 4826439 and 4.22 for KIC 6045264, where the log g 1 for KIC 4826439 is somewhat lower than that from the spectra analysis.
the evolutionary tracks
It is wondered that will the twin binaries become twin degenerate binaries? So the evolutionary tracks of the two twins were calculated to study their endings. Here, the Eggleton's binary stellar evolution code was used which was originally proposed by Eggleton (1971) ; Eggleton (1972) and Eggleton et al. (1973) and further developed by others, e.g. Han et al. 1994; Pols et al. 1995; Pols et al. 1998; Nelson & Eggleton 2001 and Kiseleva-Eggleton (2002) . The evolutionary tracks for the two twins were calculated and shown in Figure 4 .
There are two points concerning technical limitations need to be explained: 1, The masses and periods in Table 5 was used as the initial stellar parameters, and the mass loss by stellar wind was not considered in the evolution. This is because that if the stellar wind is taken into account, the initial period will be different from the present. However, it is difficult to guess the initial period. 2. Not all the metallicity within the error was calculated, but only three approximate metallicity, Z = 0.01
for KIC 4826439 and Z = 0.001 and Z = 0.004 for KIC 6045264, were calculated. This is because the program does not allow arbitrary metallicity input due to the incomplete opacity table. Despite all this, the qualitative discussion on the evolutionary endings is still acceptable.
For KIC 4826439, the program stopped when two components just fill their Roche Lobe, where a very fast unstable mass transfer begins. It is generally believed that this kind of unstable mass transfer will lead to the ejection of the common envelope. It is still unclear that whether the final outcome of KIC 4826439 is a single degenerate or a binary system due to its moderate orbital period 0.9093104 days. For KIC 6045264, the program stopped when two components fill the outer Roche Lobe, where the system appearances a W UMa contact binary with mass ratio bigger than 4.
It will finally merge into a fast rotating single star due to thermal instability (Webbink 1976) or tidal instability (Hut 1980; Jiang et al. 2010; Jiang et al. 2013 ). 
summary and discussion
Two twin binaries (q > 0.95) were found photometrically from the Kepler eclipsing binaries with period less than 5 days. Consequently, a very low proportion of twins 2/1592 ≈ 0.13% was found, which is significantly smaller the uniform distribution 5%. This result does not support the previous findings that the twins proportion is excessively high on mass ratio distribution, but indicates a defi-ciently low proportion of twins. The absolute parameters of the two twins were obtained by a new method with the help of light curve analysis, atmosphere parameters and isochrones. Unfortunately, this method was not verified by the way of radial velocity, and so the high-resolution spectral observations are worthy to be carried out. The evolutionary endings of the two twins were also computed, and neither of them can produce a twin degenerate binary which indicates the formation conditions of twin degenerate binaries may be severe.
